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™

Microbubble Therapy by NuWhirl®

Rejuvenate Mind and Body with
the Liquid Luxury of Infusion

Experience: I N F U S I O N

™

INFUSION BY NUWHIRL ® IS LIQUID LUXURY

You’re floating within the silky embrace
of millions of micro-sized bubbles, surrounded
by a pool of bathwater that continuously
warms your body. There are no interruptions.
No anxiety. No aches and pains.

It’s just you:
your body relaxed,
your skin rejuvenated,
your mind set free.
AN INCREDIBLE BATHING EXPER IENCE EVERY DAY
Infusion combines pressurized water with oxygen-rich microbubbles that moisturize,
restore, and exfoliate skin and help relax mind and body. The experience feels more
sumptuous and more opulent than any ordinary bath can offer.
As Infusion creates these microbubbles, it envelopes and massages your body.
The system maintains the water’s heat to extend your comfort throughout the bath.
NuWhirl’s technology is durable and proven, thoroughly tested to provide many
years of bath times and to help you enjoy every moment of them.

BEYOND THE BATH
Infusion users tell us they don’t want their experience to end. If you must towel off
and face the demands of the outside world, take comfort in knowing that you take
the effects with you.
-Promotes the release of muscle tension
-Leaves your body hydrated
-Softens skin to the touch

The Benefits of: I N F U S I O N

™

EVERYDAY LUXURY DOESN’T HAVE TO END

The effects of Infusion
stay with you even when
the experience is over.
THERMAL THERAPY
During a normal bath, the water begins to cool, and your body fights to retain its warmth.
Infusion works differently. The bathtub’s temperature increases approximately 1°F every
hour—even without adding more water—which can help its warming effects linger after
you get out of the tub.

MASSAGE THERAPY
Skip the spa appointment. Infusion stimulates your skin to promote restfulness and
the release of muscle tension. Keep the relaxing effects of your experience with you
throughout your day.

OXYGEN THERAPY AND CLEANSING
Infusion helps clean and exfoliate your skin. Its liquid thin film technology super-saturates
your bath with up to 50% more dissolved oxygen than in regular water.

BEAUTY
Infusion softens and hydrates skin every day. Combine the benefits of our technology
with the tranquility of a microbubble massage.

The Science of: I N F U S I O N

™

We’ve tested it
so that you’ll love it.
NuWhirl® sponsored a third-party laboratory to conduct instrument
measurements as well as an attitudinal survey on the effects of Infusion.
The methodology used two controls: dry skin and skin after a regular bath.
We combined this testing with our own in-house research and found...
- Since Infusion maintains even water temperature, people who use Infusion
feel warmer, and the warming effects linger after the bath is over.
- Infusion’s water feels soft and silky compared to regular water.
- Infusion stimulates the epidermal layer of skin and promotes relaxation,
rejuvenation, and the release of muscle tension.
- Dissolved oxygen levels in the bathwater increased up to 50%. With Infusion,
bubbles form and disperse to create an exothermic reaction. Laboratory tests
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show that microbubbles kill the bacteria Legionella and Aeruginosa.
- 100% of test participants demonstrated improved hydration and moisture
content in the upper layer of skin after a 10-minute immersion in Infusion.
The average: a 14.24% increase over untreated skin.
- After a 10-minute bath, Infusion increased the softness of our participants’ skin.
79.31% of test participants had an average improvement of 10%.

People who took part in this third-party study had extremely favorable opinions
of Infusion that exceeded actual lab measurements. Nearly all said that they
would recommend purchasing Infusion to a family member or friend.

Engineered and supported
by people you trust

INFUSION

™

Microbubble Therapy by NuWhirl®

There is nothing like
the experience of Infusion.
To find out for yourself, speak with one of the nationwide
retailers that offer Infusion and other NuWhirl® systems,
or visit our website to learn more.

InfusionMicrobubble.com
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